Abstract: A colloidal route was exploited to synthesize TiO 2 anisotropic nanocrystal rods in shape (TiO 2 NRs) with a surface chemistry suited for their dispersibility and processability in apolar organic solvents. TiO 2 NRs were dispersed in chloroform and n-heptane, respectively, and the two resulting formulations were investigated to identify the optimal conditions to achieve high-quality TiO 2 NR-based coatings by the spray-coating application. In particular, the two types of TiO 2 NR dispersions were first sprayed on silicon chips as a model substrate in order to preliminarily investigate the effect of the solvent and of the spraying time on the morphology and uniformity of the resulting coatings. The results of the SEM and AFM characterizations of the obtained coatings indicated n-heptane as the most suited solvent for TiO 2 NR dispersion. Therefore, an n-heptane dispersion of TiO 2 NRs was sprayed on a highly porous limestone-Lecce stone-very commonly used as building material in historic constructions and monuments present in Apulia Region (Italy). A comprehensive physical-chemical investigation of the TiO 2 NR based treatment on the surface of the stone specimens, including measurements of colour variation, static contact angle, water transfer properties, and morphological characterization were performed. Finally, the photocatalytic properties of the coatings were assessed under solar irradiation by using Lecce stone specimens and Methyl Red as a model target compound. The obtained results demonstrated that TiO 2 NRs based coatings can be successfully applied by spray-coating resulting in an effective photocatalytic and hydrophobic treatment, which holds great promise as a material for the environmental protection of architectural stone in the field of cultural heritage conservation.
Introduction
TiO 2 nanoparticles (NPs) are widely employed as building blocks for functional materials to be used in a plethora of applications, and, in particular, in the fields of energy production and environmental remediation [1] . Such a large interest is driven by the intrinsic and deeply investigated features of the nanomaterial such as its high surface area, high photoactivity, chemical stability [2] , the protection of materials in cultural heritages. Aqueous and alcoholic suspensions of TiO 2 NPs obtained by acid and basic nanosols have been used to treat porous and compact limestones and have been found not to significantly affect the stone colour and its capillary absorption coefficient, while still able to convey photocatalytic properties to the treated surface, although critical issues related to the final coating morphology and composition have been observed. Indeed both alcoholic (e.g. ethanol [18, 24, 25] ) and aqueous suspensions of TiO 2 NPs, once applied on the stone surface, can result in discontinuous coatings characterized by large fissures [26, 27] . TiO 2 based coatings with NP sizes in the range of 10-20 nm were successfully also sprayed on travertine, resulting in a uniform coating with photocatalytic activity that preserved the stone aesthetics [28] . Promising results in terms of the aesthetic compatibility, capillary absorption coefficient, and photocatalytic activity were also achieved by applying a coating based on mesoporous anatase TiO 2 from a dispersion in ethylene glycol both on Noto Stone and Carrara Marble [29] . The application of TiO 2 NPs, dispersed in an organic solvent (chloroform) on stony materials was already addressed by using colloidal TiO 2 NCs, rod-shaped and coordinated with oleic acid molecules (OLEA) as capping agent [30] . The casting and the dipping were used to apply the photocatalytic TiO 2 nanorods (NRs) based coating on the Lecce stone (PL) with promising results in terms of photocatalytic activity, hydrophobic properties and aesthetical compatibility [30] . Such application techniques, though relevant for a preliminary investigation of TiO 2 NRs based coatings, are, in fact, not thoroughly viable in view of a real scale application onto buildings and monuments.
Conversely, the spray coating that was demonstrated to be suitably cost-effectively obtained thin and crack-free films highly stable on the stone surface [31] , though it may lead to inhomogeneous NP deposits [32] . In this work, we intend to use the TiO 2 NRs that already showed great potential for obtaining a functional protective coating on stone [21, 30] , and yet assess the TiO 2 NRs application by spray coating from n-heptane, as an organic volatile solvent suitable for NR dispersion.
For this purpose, a preliminary investigation of the most appropriate conditions to accomplish an effective TiO 2 NRs based spray coated treatment was carried out by using silicon chips as a model substrate and then, the most suited formulation was applied to develop a functional coating on samples of a highly porous limestone-Lecce stone-very commonly used as building material in historic constructions and monuments present in Apulia Region (Italy) [24] . The physical-chemical and the photocatalytic properties of the resulting treated stone samples were finally assessed.
Remarkably, because of its porosity and chemical composition, the Lecce stone (PL) is sensitive to the damaging effects caused by water penetration [33] , being composed mainly by calcium carbonate (93%-97%) with low amounts of quartz, glauconite and clay minerals, and is characterized by a high porosity (42%), with fine pore sizes, namely between 0.1 and 10 µm [27] .
Among the different types of TiO 2 NPs, TiO 2 NRs represent a convenient nanomaterial to convey photocatalytic functions to the stone surface due to their peculiar properties. Indeed TiO 2 NRs were obtained by means of a colloidal synthesis anatase in phase and with a size of 18 nm in length and 3 nm in diameter and characterized by a high processability since their surface is coordinated with organic molecules, namely oleic acid (OLEA). These TiO 2 NRs have been demonstrated to possess structural and photochemical properties that make them an excellent candidate for photocatalytic applications. The anisotropy in the OLEA coated TiO 2 NRs has been demonstrated to induce an increase in the lifetime of the photogenerated charge carriers that can thus, in principle, migrate to the surface with a consequent improvement of the photocatalytic activity [34, 35] . Further, anatase, the main crystallographic phase of TiO 2 NRs, has been widely recognized as the most photoactive phase of this semiconductor [36] . Finally, the OLEA molecules coordinating the TiO 2 NRs surface have been found to not only provide stability in organic volatile solvents, resulting in optically transparent dispersions [37] , but also to convey hydrophobic properties to the stone surface [30] .
First, the optimization of the spray coating application was performed, investigating the effect of the solvent and the spraying time onto silicon chips used as a model substrate. Then, the most suitable conditions were applied to achieve a functional coating on the PL, as, to the best of our knowledge, n-heptane has not been so far investigated as a solvent for the spray coating application of TiO 2 NPs on stone. The coated stone samples were thoroughly characterized from a physical-chemical point of view and their photocatalytic activity against pollutants was investigated by using a dye as a model compound for organic contaminants in outdoor experiments in an urban environment. Remarkably, the experimental results revealed that the TiO 2 NRs film obtained by spray coating conveyed photocatalytic and hydrophobic properties to the stone under the investigated conditions, keeping the aesthetic characteristics of the surface almost unaltered.
Materials and Methods

Materials
Titanium tetraisopropoxide (Ti(OiPr) 4 or TTIP, 99.999%), trimethylamino-N-oxide dihydrate ((CH 3 ) 3 NO·2H 2 O or TMAO, 98%), oleic acid (C 18 H 33 CO 2 H or OLEA, 90%) and Methyl Red (2-(4-dimethylaminophenylazo)benzoic acid-C. I. 13020, MR) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Milano, Italy. All chemicals were of the highest purity available and were used as received without further purification All solvents used were of analytical grade and purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
Synthesis of TiO 2 NRs
The synthesis of TiO 2 NRs was achieved by the hydrolysis and polycondensation of TTIP, following the procedure reported in [25] . The reaction was catalyzed by an aqueous solution TMAO di-hydrate that was directly injected in the reaction flask containing technical-grade OLEA as the coordinating solvent at a temperature in the range of 80-100 • C. The growth of TiO 2 NRs lasted 5 days under a nitrogen atmosphere. Subsequently, TiO 2 NRs were collected by precipitation, adding an excess of ethanol at ambient temperature, then isolated by centrifugation and washed three times with ethanol and n-hexane to remove the excess of OLEA. The obtained OLEA-capped TiO 2 NRs were easily re-dispersed in chloroform. The presence of OLEA as the capping agent for TiO 2 NRs allowed obtaining a clear dispersion, without aggregates or suspended matters.
Characterization of TiO 2 NRs
Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis was carried out by a JEOL JEM-1011 microscope (JEOL, Akishima, Tokyo, Japan) operating at 100 kV. The carbon TEM grid was prepared by casting 3 µL TiO 2 NRs 0.02 M dispersed in chloroform.
XRD Analysis
X-ray diffraction data (XRD) were collected at room temperature from samples of TiO 2 NRs deposited onto silicon substrates. Measurements were performed by using a Bruker D8 Discover Diffractometer (Bruker AXS, Karlsruhe, Germany), equipped with a Göbel mirror, using Cu Kα radiation (λ Kα1 = 1.54056 Å and λ Kα2 = 1.54439 Å), and an energy dispersive X-ray SolX-E detector (Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany). Data were collected at a fixed incidence angle of 5 • while moving the detector in the range of 10 • -120 • with a step size of 0.05 • .
ATR-FTIR Spectroscopy
Mid-infrared spectra were performed with a Varian 670-IR spectrometer (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA) equipped with a DTGS (deuterated triglycine sulfate) detector. The spectral resolution used for all experiments was 4 cm −1 . For Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) measurements, the internal reflection element (IRE) used was a one bounce 2 mm diameter diamond microprism. The material to be investigated was cast directly onto the internal reflection element by depositing the solution or dispersion of interest (3-5 µL) on the upper face of the diamond crystal and allowing the solvent to evaporate.
Spray-Coating Application Of TiO 2 Nanorods onto the Model Substrate
The application of TiO 2 NRs by spray coating on silicon chips (1 cm × 1 cm) was performed in order to preliminarily investigate the optimal conditions in terms of solvent and spraying time that, in principle, should lead to a uniform distribution of TiO 2 NRs on the surface. Prior to spraying the photocatalyst dispersion on the silicon chips, the substrates were cleaned by sonication in methanol and acetone baths, respectively, rinsed with isopropanol and dried under nitrogen flow. The equipment for immobilization of TiO 2 NRs by spray coating consists of a nitrogen cylinder connected to a glass nebulizer. The nebulizer contains the TiO 2 NR dispersion in n-heptane or in chloroform, 0.02 M in Ti. The silicon substrate was placed 6 cm from the nebulizer and a nitrogen flux of 3.5 bar was used to generate an aerosol of TiO 2 NRs for coating the stone surface. The nitrogen flux value, the TiO 2 NRs concentration and the spraying time were carefully selected in order to achieve a clear dispersion and to obtain coatings not detrimental in terms of the colour variation for the aesthetical features of the stone sample. Silicon substrates were sprayed with TiO 2 NRs, according to the experimental condition reported in Table 1 (Section 3.2). Silicon substrates were prepared and characterized in triplicate and representative experimental data were reported.
Characterization of Films of TiO 2 NRs on Silicon
Scanning Electron Microscopy
A Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) analysis was performed with an FE-SEM (Field Emission-Scanning electron microscope) Zeiss-Sigma (Carl Zeiss Co., Oberkochen, Germany) with an operating voltage of 0.5-20 kV, equipped with an in-lens secondary detector. Silicon samples were mounted on stainless steel sample holder by using double-sided carbon tape and were grounded by silver paste.
Atomic Force Microscopy Analysis
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) analysis was carried out with a PSIA XE-100 SPM microscope (Park Systems Corp., Suwon, Korea) in AFM mode and cantilever with a silicon nitride tip. Topography images were recorded in non-contact mode at a scan rate of 1 Hz with a resolution of 512 × 512 pixels. The roughness (R q ) was calculated as the standard deviation of the height values measured in a selected region. It was calculated by the software XEI, Version 1.2 Image Processing Program for SPM data, developed by PSIA. For the calculation of R q , 5 µm areas of three different regions of the same sample were considered
Spray-Coating Application of TiO 2 NRs on Stone
The application of TiO 2 NRs by spray coating on PL was performed on samples with dimensions 5 × 1 × 5 cm 3 and 5 × 1 × 2 cm 3 (l, d, h) for the physical-chemical characterization and for the photocatalytic test, respectively. Prior to spraying the photocatalyst dispersion, the stone specimens were thermally treated at 40 • C for 1 h, dried for 30 min under vacuum and finally cleaned by a mild jet of nitrogen to limit further humidity accumulation. The dispersion of TiO 2 NRs (0.02 M) was sprayed by using the same experimental set up used for the experiments on silicon substrates, using n-heptane as a solvent to disperse TiO 2 NRs, having been identified as the most suited solvent. The PL specimens were prepared by following the same procedure and experimental conditions described in Section 2.4. Four PL samples were coated by TiO 2 NRs dispersion sprayed for increasing time, as reported in Measurements were taken with a Costech instrument, according to the current European Standard [38] . The specimens measuring 5 × 1 × 5 cm 3 were investigated.
Colour Measurement
The measure of the colour change was performed with a Minolta CR 300 Chroma Meter reflectance colorimeter on the specimens measuring 5 × 1 × 5 cm 3 . The chromatic variation due to the application of catalyst was measured in the CIELab space and expressed as [39] 
where ∆L* represents the change in brightness; ∆a* and ∆b* represent the changes in hue.
Water Absorption Test
To evaluate the water absorption, the contact-sponge test was carried out on the samples 5 × 2 × 5 cm 3 in dimension [40] .
According to the Italian standard [40] , a Petri dish, 3.5 cm in diameter, containing a disc-shaped sponge (area of 9.29 cm 2 ) soaked with deionized water was manually pressed against the stone surface for 1 min. The maximum pressure, restricted by the contact between the dish's borders and the surface, was applied. In this way, the whole surface of the sponge touched the stone, since the wet sponge was about 1 mm thicker than the Petri dish. The Petri dish and the sponge inside were weighted immediately after both the addition of water and the contact with the surfaces under investigation. The lid on the Petri dish avoided sponge drying during the weight measurements.
Preliminary experiments were carried out to establish the volume of water appropriate for the test. Water dripped from the sponge pressed against the treated surfaces when more than 0.50 mL was used. This volume, thus, was chosen for all the tests. Water absorption was calculated as
where m i is the initial weight of the sponge soaked with water, m f is the weight of the sponge after the contact, A is the sponge area and t is the contact time.
The reported data are results of tests performed on the same samples before and after the treatments.
Water Vapour Permeability Test
The water vapour permeability is defined as the mass of water vapour transmitted through a sample per area unit in a time unit, under defined conditions, and describes the ability of a material to allow water vapour passing through. The permeability to water vapour was evaluated on the PL samples measuring 5 × 1 × 5 cm 3 , following the procedure described in [41] .
The measurements were carried out on the untreated samples and repeated on the same samples after the treatment. The following equation was used to calculate the water vapour permeability:
where ∆M is weight change in the steady state (expressed in g), A is the exposed area to water vapour (in m 2 ) and t is the unit time (24 h). The exposed area was 0.001611 m 2 . In all the cases, the used ∆M was the average of three consequent values of the daily difference in weight [41] .
Photocatalytic Activity of Ti
O 2 NR Treated Stone Samples Photocatalytic activity of TiO 2 NR coatings sprayed on PL substrates with dimensions of 5 × 1 × 2 cm 3 (l, d, h) was evaluated as a function of the spraying time. The experiments were carried out under sunlight in outdoor weather conditions. The Methyl Red (MR) dye was selected as the model molecule for organic pollutants, a 3.5 × 10 -3 M isopropanol solution was cast on the stone samples so that 9.4 × 10 -9 mg·cm -2 MR was deposited. Control experiments were performed by exposing the untreated stone covered with the same amount of MR.
Samples were exposed outdoor for one week. During the experiment, the samples experience temperatures ranging between 23 and 27 • C and the relative humidity was 60%. The discolouration of the MR applied onto the specimens was monitored. The reflectance spectra at scheduled time intervals was recorded and the decrease of the absorption peak of the dye at 560 nm was measured by using the spectra recorded from the same specimens before staining with MR as a reference for the baseline. Reflectance spectra were carefully recorded on the same spot. The resulting data are expressed as a discolouration percentage of a function of exposure time, according to the equation:
where A 0 is the initial absorption value and A t is the absorption at a specific time interval. Experimental results were reported as the mean value ± standard deviation of two replicates. The stability of the coating was assessed by repeating the photocatalysis experiment 8 times under the same experimental conditions applied for the outdoor experiments, using, instead, a solar light simulator as a light source. In particular, the stone was stained with an MR solution, irradiated for 72 h with the solar light simulator and the reflectance measurement was performed in order to monitor the discolouration. In the subsequent cycle, the same stone was stained again before the subsequent irradiation cycle and the respective reflectance measurement. Such an approach allowed us to get insight into the reliability of the photocatalytic performance of the TiO 2 NRs-based coating upon a prolonged use. The experimental data are reported as a discolouration percentage measured after 72 h of exposure. The solar simulator is a Xenon lamp 150W, (Oriel Instruments Newport, CA, USA) with an irradiance of 1.48 mWcm -2 (1.48 SUN) measured at the distance where samples were placed during illumination (12 cm).
Results and Discussion
Photocatalyst Characterization
The synthesis of TiO 2 NRs was carried out by following a "hot injection" method. The anisotropic growth of TiO 2 NRs is promoted by the hydrolysis of titanium isopropoxide (TTIP) catalysed by trimethylamino-N-oxidedehydrate (TMAO) in the presence of oleic acid (OLEA) as a coordinating solvent. The TiO 2 NRs synthesis occurs at relatively low-temperature values (80-100 • C) under nitrogen overpressure. The TMAO was previously dissolved in water before the injection in the reaction mixture containing the TTIP at 80-100 • C. The direct injection of an excess of water promotes the fast hydrolysis of the TTIP-OLEA complexes (oxocarboxyalkoxide). This step is kinetically driven because the TTIP-OLEA complexes display a potential "anisotropic reactivity" due to the sterically limited exposure of -OR moieties towards water. As a consequence, the excess of water promotes the anisotropic grow of TiO 2 NRs along a direction with less steric hindrance [37] .
After the synthesis, TiO 2 NRs were carefully purified in order to remove the excess of OLEA uncoordinated to the TiO 2 NR surface by repeating 8 consecutive washing cycles in n-hexane. The morphological investigation, carried out by TEM microscopy, clearly showed the presence of rod-shaped particles with an average length of 18 nm and an average thickness of 3 nm ( Figure 1A) .
The X-ray analysis in Figure 1B reported the diffraction lines associated with the presence of anatase phase. The XRD profile of TiO 2 NRs, showed the characteristic line broadening of diffraction peaks that point out the occurrence of a nanosized crystalline domain. Remarkably, with respect to the standard diffraction pattern of anatase phase (panel b, Figure 1B) , the reflex at 2θ = 37.86 • corresponding to the <004> plane is higher and sharper respect to the reflex at 2θ = 48.06 • , 2θ = 55.09 • , and 2θ = 70.32 • , corresponding to the <200>, <211>, and <220> planes of the anatase phase respectively. Such features indicate the occurrence of the TiO 2 nanocrystals anisotropic growth along the c-axis of the anatase lattice, thus suggesting the formation of rodlike nanocrystals [15, 37] . Further, the XRD-pattern showed two additional signals at 2θ = 30 • and 2θ = 33 • . The latter correspond to the reflections <121> and <200> respectively of the brookite phase, very common for nanocrystalline TiO 2 .
An appropriate solvent selection is essential in order to obtain uniform and reproducible photocatalytic coatings. A suitable solvent needs to dissolve a proper amount of TiO 2 NRs and concomitantly ensure a stable and clear dispersion of TiO 2 NRs to prevent the formation of nanocrystal aggregates in the solvent dispersion and, consequently onto the substrate once deposited. Moreover, the solvent should have an appropriate vapour pressure and evaporation point as well as an adequate, sufficiently low boiling point to obtain a suitable aerosol and rapidly evaporate once sprayed on the surface in order to result in a uniform deposit.
Therefore, in order to perform such a selection, knowledge on the surface chemistry of TiO 2 NRs is required. FT-IR-ATR analysis was performed and the results are reported in Figure 2 . The spectrum recorded on a TiO 2 NRs sample in ATR mode shows two peaks at 2923 cm -1 and 2854 cm -1 that can be assigned respectively to the antisymmetric and symmetric stretching of olefinic CH, while the shoulder at 2960 cm -1 can be associated to the antisymmetric stretching of CH 3 . The lack of the typical signal of carbonyl group stretching between 1760 and 1765 cm -1 , indicates its involvement in the formation of a chelating bidentate complex with the Ti sites at the surface of TiO 2, as confirmed by the presence of the two absorption peaks at 1527 cm -1 and 1463 cm -1 associated with the complexes of the COO − group with Ti centres [42] , ultimately demonstrating the coordination of the OLEA to the surface of TiO 2 NRs through the carbonyl group. Therefore, the exposed hydrophobic chain of the OLEA imparts colloidal stability in the organic solvent with a low polarity to the NRs [37] . In summary, the OLEA molecules play the twofold role of reaction solvent and stabilizing agent of TiO 2 NRs in organic solvents with low polarity. Thus, chloroform and n-heptane were selected as suitable solvents complying with the reported requirements in order to preliminarily investigate the effect of solvent and spraying time through the morphological and textural characteristics of the film obtained by the depositing dispersion of TiO 2 NRs onto silicon chips (1 cm × 1 cm). Thus, we identified the most suited spray coating conditions 
Optimization of the Deposition Conditions of TiO 2 NRs onto a Model Substrate
The TiO 2 NRs dispersion was sprayed by using a system (Figure 3 ) consisting of a nebulizer (c) containing the TiO 2 NRs dispersion, through which pure nitrogen (a) from the cylinder passes through, generating the TiO 2 NRs dispersion aerosol (d). The TiO 2 NRs dispersion aerosol is sprayed on the whole surface of the substrate (e), which is positioned at a defined distance from the nebulizer.
For the preliminary selection of the solvent for the TiO 2 NRs to be applied onto PL specimens, silicon chips were sprayed with the TiO 2 NRs chloroform and n-heptane dispersions (0.02 M in Ti), respectively, by varying the application time ( Table 1 ). The chloroform dispersion of the TiO 2 NRs was prepared by simple dilution from the as-synthesized dispersion of TiO 2 NRs. The dispersion of TiO 2 NRs in n-heptane was prepared by isolating a defined amount of TiO 2 NRs by centrifugation from the as-synthesized chloroform solution and subsequently adding a volume of n-heptane suitable to obtain a 0.02 M Ti dispersion. Both the dispersions were found stable and optically clear. In order to assess reproducibility, three silicon substrates were prepared for each experimental condition listed in Table 1. SEM investigation was preliminarily performed on these model samples in order to evaluate the effects of solvent and spraying time on the morphology of the obtained coatings. Figure 4 reports the SEM micrographs recorded from the whole set of samples sprays coated with the TiO 2 chloroform dispersion by exploiting the in-lens detector (the EDS spectrum is reported in Figure S1 , Supplementary Material). The low magnification micrographs (Figure 4a,c,e,g ) show circular patterns with a size in the range between 24 and 360 µm in diameter. Notably, the rim of these rings presents an intense contrast with respect to the inner region. In particular, most of the TiO 2 NRs accumulate at the edge of such rings, possibly generated upon the landing of the aerosol droplets onto the substrate Figure 3 . The experimental set up for spray coating substrates (Silicon chips or Lecce stone specimens) with TiO 2 NRs. A controlled amount of nitrogen was fluxed from the gas cylinder (a) to the nebulizer (c) through the rubber tube (b). The nebulizer contained the chloroform/n-heptane dispersion of TiO 2 NRs, which was finally sprayed on the substrate (e) located at the distance of 6 cm from the nebulizer. In addition, along the patterns, it is possible to notice smaller rings that result through the formation of TiO 2 aggregates of about 200 nm size left upon solvent evaporation.
Such features can be safely ascribed to coffee-ring patterns originating from the capillary flow induced by the differential evaporation rates across a drop of solution onto a substrate: liquid evaporating from the edge is replenished by liquid from the interior, resulting in a flow towards the edge that can carry the dispersed TiO 2 NRs to the border.
These structures are evident in the high magnification micrographs and in particular in Figure 4d ,f,h, where a detail of the ring pattern highlights the presence of dense aggregates of TiO 2 NRs. Further, the micrographs show aggregates of TiO 2 NRs in the central region of the patterns. Such a morphology can be ascribable to the anisotropy of TiO 2 NRs, which experience high capillary forces of attraction, resulting in a deformation of the pattern surface at the solid-air interface with a consequent uneven solvent evaporation that consequently affects the morphology of the final NRs' deposit [43] . Remarkably, in the sample A-ch prepared by spraying TiO 2 NRs for 1 min (Figure 4a Figure S1 ) as a representative analysis of the whole set.
Circular patterns in the size range between 70 and 360 µm are also visible for the TiO 2 NRs film deposited from the sprayed n-heptane dispersion onto the silicon substrate (Figure 5a,c,e,g ). Interestingly, here the rims of the circles present an intense contrast, and the patterns are larger in size with an irregular shape. This evidence suggests that TiO 2 NRs have a tendency to a more uniform coverage of the silicon substrate [43] . Indeed, the corresponding high magnification micrograph, in Figure 5b ,d,f,h clearly show the presence of TiO 2 NRs, distributed on the silicon substrate irrespectively of the spraying time. These pieces of evidence can be ascribed to the effect of the volatility of the two solvents with different boiling points on the droplet formation and, consequently, on the patterns resulting by solvent evaporation. When TiO 2 NRs are dispersed in n-heptane, the solvent evaporation is slower than in the case of chloroform dispersion, since the relative evaporation rate is 3.3 [44] (considering 1 to be the value for the butyl acetate evaporation rate) for n-heptane, while it is 11.6 for chloroform [45] . Therefore, TiO 2 NRs, have enough time, during the solvent evaporation, to aggregate at the solid-liquid interface due to capillary interactions, finally resulting in a uniform substrate coverage. Further, the hydrodynamic forces driving the particles towards the edge of the pattern during the evaporation were demonstrated to decrease as the pattern size increases [39] . The n-heptane dispersions resulted in the average size of the patterns being larger compared to those obtained from chloroform dispersion. Therefore TiO 2 NRs, rather than accumulating at the edge of the drying drop, tend to distribute in the area inside the pattern.
In order to assess the influence of the solvent on the local topography of TiO 2 NRs based coatings on the silicon substrates, AFM measurements were performed. According to Figure 6 , the spray coating technique was allowed to entirely cover the surface of the silicon chip with TiO 2 NRs, irrespectively on the solvent. The exception of sample A-Ch, however, showed uncovered areas, probably because the application time was too short. Such a result is consistent with the pattern morphology observed in Figure 4a , showing the central area of the ring, which appears to be empty. Figure 6 shows the morphology of the investigated samples. In particular, consistently with the roughness values (R q ) reported in Table 2 , a general increase of the roughness as the spraying time increases can be observed. This evidence can be explained considering that with a longer spraying time more material is brought to the surface, generating, upon drying, multiple disordered layers of aggregates of NCs, having different sizes and, hence, different thickness layers, and finally, resulting into an increase of the roughness of the surface. In summary, based on the preliminary SEM and AFM characterizations carried out on silicon, n-heptane was selected as the most suitable solvent for spray coating the TiO 2 NRs dispersion onto the PL. Remarkably, the n-heptane dispersion results in a distribution of TiO 2 NRs on silicon is present even more than that observed from the chloroform dispersion, overall limiting the occurrence of aggregates and cracks that are detrimental for the photocatalytic activity of the final TiO 2 NRs' treated surface. Moreover, compared to chloroform, higher roughness values were recorded for the surfaces treated with the n-heptane dispersion of TiO 2 NRs, whilst maintaining a fixed spraying time. Such a result could be advantageous for the photocatalytic process as it provides a higher amount of surface sites available for adsorption and photocatalytic events.
Deposition of TiO 2 NRs on Lecce Stone
TiO 2 NRs were applied by spray coating an NP n-heptane dispersion on PL specimens, by using the set up described in Figure 3 following the same protocol and the same application time adopted for the deposition on silicon substrates, as reported in Table 3 . In particular, a 0.02 M n-heptane dispersion TiO 2 NRs was sprayed onto 8 different PL specimens, 4 having a size of 5 × 1 × 5 cm 3 (l, d, h) for the chemical-physical characterization and 4 having a size of 5 × 1 × 2 cm 3 (l, d, h) for the photocatalysis experiment. The amount of TiO 2 NRs deposited by spray coating was not determined, as it was below the detection limit of the analytical balance (0.1 mg). Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy measurements were performed on the whole set of samples and the recorded reflectance spectra (Figure 7) clearly show an increasing absorption below 400 nm. Indeed, the occurrence of an increase of the absorption intensity values, for wavelengths below 400 nm, is associated with the indirectly allowed transition of TiO 2 NCs, as the TiO 2 is an indirect semiconductor [30, 46] . Notably, the signal intensity was higher for the PL-C and PL-D samples obtained by spraying the material for 2 min and for 2 min 30 s, respectively. The effect of the surface treatment on colour variation, wettability, and water transfer properties was investigated. The preservation of the colour of the stone upon surface treatment is essential in order not to affect the aesthetics of a stone-built structure.
Colour measurements were carried out on the surface of the treated PL samples as a function of the spraying time used to apply the TiO 2 dispersion, and Table 3 reports the values of the colour variation, ∆E*. A negligible colour variation was observed for the A and B samples, sprayed for 1 and 1 min 30 s, respectively. A higher ∆E* value (1.81) was measured for the C sample, although not significantly affecting the visual appearance of the treated stone. ∆E* increased to 3.33 for the D sample, sprayed for 2 min 30 s, reasonably due to the higher amount of deposited material, resulting in a thicker coating. However, in this case, the colour change stays below the threshold values fully acceptable according to the values typically reported for conservation purposes (∆E < 5) [11] .
The hydrophobic character of the applied treatment was assessed, performed after 20 days from the preparations by the measuring contact angle onto the treated samples while the water absorption properties by using of the contact sponge test described in Section 2.7.5. For the untreated samples, wettability was very high and a quick absorption of water droplets prevented the measurement of the contact angle. After the coating application, the contact angle value ranged from 130 • to 136 • , hence, wettability strongly decreased, irrespectively of the spraying time (Table 3) , thus, proving the hydrophobic character of the surface of all the treated samples. Very close contact angle values were measured, especially in the case of the PL-C, PL-B and PL-D samples. The slightly lower value along with the higher dispersion measured for the PL-A samples could arise from a lower uniformity of the coatings obtained at the lowest spraying time. Similarly, a significant reduction of the capillary absorption ability was measured by the contact sponge test on the differently treated stone samples, as reported in Table 4 . This method gives information about the reduction of the water absorption of the samples for short times of contact with water. Nonetheless, water absorption measured with the contact sponge test is comparable to the results obtained by the capillary rise method. The relevant literature reports no significant differences between the results of the two methods at similar (short) contact times and similar precision and sensitivity [47] . Both methods measure the water absorption in the outmost superficial layer, which, in the conservation/restoration field, is the most important because the deterioration processes, either of treated or untreated materials, take place mainly at the stone surface. The dispersion of the water absorption values before coating was extremely high between the PL samples from A to D, and notably higher for PL-D and PL-C, thus, denoting a high heterogeneity of the inherent physical stone characteristics. After coating, the water absorption values strongly reduced, except for PL-A, where they slightly increased. The hydrophobic behaviour can be safely ascribed to the presence of OLEA on the surface of the TiO 2 NRs. As demonstrated by the FTIR-ATR spectra (Figure 2) , the OLEA anchors to the surface of the TiO 2 by a bi-dentate bond involving the carbonyl moiety, while the OLEA hydrophobic chain points outward, giving a hydrophobic character to the surface of the TiO 2 NRs and, accordingly, to the nanostructure treated stone surface [30] . Additionally, the water absorption strongly reduced in the treated stone samples, with values slightly increasing as the spraying time increases. Therefore, the TiO 2 NRs based treatment results particularly amenable for application in the field of conservation, being a hydrophobic coating able to reduce salt formation, that is detrimental as it induces mechanical strain and deterioration of the stone surfaces [15] .
While reducing the penetration of water inside the stone, an ideal surface treatment should not turn in any significant variation of the water vapour transfer within the stone in order to avoid a barrier effect of the treatment against water entrapped in the porous structure and migrating outwards. As it is shown in Table 4 , a decrease in water vapour permeability (∆WVP) was observed in the cases of the A, B and D coated samples. On the contrary, an increase in the same parameter was observed in the case of the C coating. Permeability variations showed no relations with the spraying time. The highest reduction of the WVP value was recorded for the samples D and A, which were treated for the shortest and the longest spraying time, and reported a reduction of 19% and 23%, respectively. Nonetheless, the recorded variations in the WVP were found still compatible with the original permeability properties of the stone.
Since water permeability is correlated with the stone porosity, the reduction observed for the PL-A, PL-B, and PL-D specimens suggest that the coating application may have affected the porosity features of the stone in the proximity of the surface by reducing pore dimensions due to the penetration of the nanoparticles therein. Permeability variations did not show relations with spraying time. Except for PL-C, the entities of reduction were proportional to the permeability of the samples before the coating, being higher for the more permeable ones. These results suggest that other factors, such as the inherent microstructure features drive the penetration of the coating product inside the stone and their variations between different specimens could have determined the different responses recorded in terms of water vapour permeability. On the contrary, a permeability increase took place for the PL-C specimens, which showed the lowest permeability in the absence of the coating. Permeability may also increase, as reported for the PL-C specimen. Such behaviour is reported in the literature for hydrophobic thin coatings on marbles [48] and membranes [49] and it can be associated to a lower extent of condensation phenomena on the hydrophobic walls of the pores. That, however, is reported to occur mainly when the treatment on the stone does not result in a pore size reduction. Therefore, the result obtained for PL-C could arise from a significantly different pore structure of these samples compared to the other ones, resulting in different interactions with coating products and subsequent water vapour transfer. Notably, the reported water vapour permeability percentage of variation, for the PL-A, PL-B and PL-D specimens falls in the range reported as acceptable of hydrophobic products applied to monument surfaces [14] .
The presence of TiO 2 NRs based coating on the PL surface was assessed by SEM microscopy combined with EDS microanalysis, carried out on the PL D specimen as representative of the whole set. Figure 8 aims at comparing the surface morphology of the untreated PL stone (a) with the sample PL D (b). For the treated sample, the TiO 2 NRs-based coating induced a modification of PL morphology, which cannot be detected by the naked eye. In particular, in the PL D sample, the coating resulted in grainy and densely packed aggregates forming a uniform crack-free coating on the stone surface. The amount of TiO 2 NRs sprayed for 2 min 30 s (the D specimen) is adequate to provide a continuous coverage conformal to the morphology of the stone underneath. Such an observation is evident in the light of the striking differences between the treated and the untreated sample in terms of morphology and chemical composition of the surface as reported in Figure 8c ,d, respectively [50] . Indeed, the respective EDS spectra reported in Figure 8c ,d confirmed the presence of the TiO 2 NRs based coating not only by the occurrence of typical additional peaks of Ti (Kα = 4; 508 kev) but also by the increase O/Ca ratio (Figure 8d ), compared to the untreated stone (Figure 8c ), in accordance with the DRS analysis. 
Photocatalytic Activity
The PL samples spray coated with the TiO 2 NRs were stained with an azo dye, Methyl Red (MR), and exposed outdoors in order to investigate the photocatalytic self-cleaning activity in real conditions as a function of spraying time. The MR has been selected as a model compound for organic contaminants for the photocatalytic experiments as widely used to test the photocatalytic activity of different materials, including functional coatings for stone [30, 50] because its spectroscopic behaviour and its photodegradation mechanism have been comprehensively investigated and provide reliable information on the photo-reaction course [50] [51] [52] . Once the TiO 2 NRs were sprayed onto the PL surface after the complete solvent evaporation on the PL stone surface, 0.1 mL of a 3.5 × 10 -3 M MR isopropanol solution was cast, resulting in an intense red stain uniformly distributed on the stone surface.
The stained stones were exposed outdoor for a week and the stain discolouration on the stone was monitored by reflectance spectroscopy following the decrease of intensity the absorption peak of MR at 560 nm. Experimental data, reported as the discolouration percentage as a function of the total exposure time (also including the night hours), pointed out that all the investigated samples showed photocatalytic activity. Indeed, the 50% discolouration level was reached after 48 h of outdoor exposure and after 160 h, the discolouration reached 100% for all investigated TiO 2 NR coated samples (Figure 9a) .
When the UV fraction of solar spectrum irradiates Further, because of the peculiar geometry of TiO 2 NRs, the e -/h + recombination events are limited, resulting in efficient photocatalytic activity [54] . The high surface area of TiO 2 NRs of 240 ± 5m 2 /g [51] is an additional parameter that accounts for its photocatalytic efficiency that, according to the reported results, is independent of the spraying time, and, hence, of the applied amount of materials. Therefore, 1 min spraying time was revealed to be sufficient to form a photoactive film able to efficiently remove the MR stain, limiting the amount of used functional nanomaterial. The reflectance spectra recorded at subsequent time intervals during the outdoor photocatalysis experiment, using the trace of the same sample before dye deposition as the baseline. The spectra were recorded at the 9:30, 10:30, 12:15, 14:45, and 17:00 during the first day of outdoor exposure, and were performed every 24 h in the subsequent 6 days.
The issue of the stability of the TiO 2 NR film obtained by spray coating was also addressed by examining the signal associated with TiO 2 NRs in the reflectance spectrum of the sample PL-D during the course of photocatalysis experiment, as reported in Figure 10 . Both Figure 10a ,b refer to the same experiment and report the reflectance spectra and the corresponding absorption signal obtained upon conversion from the reflectance spectrum to the absorption spectrum, respectively, in order to clearly identify the typical absorption features of Methyl Red (MR) and to be able to follow its discolouration course. In particular, all the spectra of Figure 10a not only show the absorption features of MR, but also account for the typical absorption signal of the TiO 2 NRs below 400 nm. Therefore, in order to clearly identify these spectral features, the absorption spectrum of the untreated stone was used as the baseline for each spectrum of Figure 10a . That is, the absorption spectrum of the untreated stone was used as a reference and subtracted from each spectrum of the sample undergoing photocatalysis experiments in order to rule out the contribution of the bare PL. Similarly, Figure 10b reports the absorption spectra of the PL stone in the course of the photocatalysis experiment. In the latter case, the trace of the sample PL-D, before staining with MR, was subtracted from each absorption spectra in order to rule out any absorption contribution both from the bare PL and TiO 2 NRs and, thus, allow us to specifically monitor the discolouration course of the MR. Indeed, as shown in Figure 10a , the reflectance spectrum of MR does not show any detectable signal in the spectral range below 350 nm. The reflectance spectrum recorded with the untreated stone as a reference clearly shows how the typical spectral feature of the TiO 2 is retained during the solar light irradiation, thus suggesting that, despite the exposition to solar light and outdoor weather conditions, the TiO 2 NRs coating deposited by spray coating on PL preserved its stability. Figure 11 reports the experimental results related to the recycling experiments. Photocatalytic experiments were repeated by using a solar light simulator as a light source and by selecting the PL-D which showed the best photocatalytic performance in outdoor experiments. The discolouration value measured for an untreated PL specimen after 1 cycle was also reported for comparison. For each repetition, the PL-D sample stained with the MR solution was irradiated for 72 h with the solar light simulator. As a result, after each experiment, the discolouration percentage stayed at 95%, thus indicating the stability of the TiO 2 NRs-based coating and its photocatalytic performance under the investigated experimental conditions. For each cycle, the same stone was stained with MR, exposed to the solar light simulator (1.48 mW/cm 2 ) for 72 h and, finally, the respective reflectance spectrum was recorded before the subsequent staining and irradiation cycle. The discolouration of an untreated PL sample after 1 cycle of irradiation with the solar light simulator (72 h) was reported as a reference.
Conclusions
This work investigated and optimized the experimental conditions suited to effectively applying rod-shaped TiO 2 nanocrystals by spray coating, with the final goal to convey hydrophobic and photocatalytic properties to the surface of the Lecce stone.
TiO 2 NRs, synthesized according to a colloidal protocol that allows us to achieve anisotropic nanoparticles with a peculiar surface chemistry featured by OLEA molecules coordinating with the TiO 2 NRs surface, were dispersed in two different solvents, namely, the chloroform and the n-heptane, thus achieving stable dispersions suited to be sprayed on surfaces. The controlled and reproducible experimental conditions for spray coating were set up and investigated, exploiting silicon substrates as a model surface. The results of the SEM and AFM analysis allowed us to select n-hexane as the most suited solvent for depositing TiO 2 NRs on surfaces by spray coating. These coatings were more uniform, without cracks, and had a higher roughness compared to the coatings obtained from the chloroform dispersion. Therefore, the TiO 2 NRs n-heptane dispersion was sprayed onto the PL samples, testing the effect of the spraying time, resulting in the hydrophobic properties and crack-free coatings that did not affect the aesthetical features of the PL, as well its water vapour permeability, thus resulting in being compatible with the original characteristics of the stone. Remarkably, the photocatalytic activity was found not to be affected by the spray coating time, thus allowing us to optimize the amount of applied functional nanomaterial, and to limit the exposure of the operator to the solvent vapours. The D coatings exhibit photocatalytic activity under solar light irradiation in outdoor conditions and even upon repeated experiments, thus, indicating its stability and effectiveness in time.
The overall results point out that a convenient spraying time can be used to successfully and cost-effectively treat stone samples, obtaining a photoactive and hydrophobic coating. Therefore, from this perspective, although relevant issues including the long-term stability, the photocatalytic efficiency with respect to specific real pollutants, and different stony substrates need to be carefully accounted and solved, spray coating TiO 2 NRs n-heptane dispersion holds a significant promise for its real application onto buildings and monuments. Author Contributions: F.P., A.P., M.L., A.C., M.L.C., R.C. conceived and designed the experiments; F.P., A.P., M.L., M.M., A.T. performed the experiments; F.P., A.T., A.P., M.L., A.C., M.L.C. and R.C. analyzed the data; F.P., R.C., M.L.C, M.L. and A.C. wrote the paper.
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